**Points In and Around Shinjuku**

- **Shinjuku Gyoen**
- **Kagurazaka**

**Points In and Around Ueno, Asakusa**

- **Akihabara**
- **Sensoji Temple**

**Points In and Around Ryogoku**

- **TOKYO SKYTREE**
- **Sumida Hokusai Museum**

**Points In and Around Fukagawa**

- **Jiyosumi Gardens**
- **Tomioke Hachiman Shrine**

**Points In and Around Ueno, Asakusa**

- **Ueno Zoological Gardens**
- **Museums in Ueno Park**

**Points In and Around Shiba**

- **Hama-rikyu Gardens**
- **Sengakuji Temple**

**Points In and Around Marunouchi**

- **Tokyo Station**
- **Imperial Palace East Gardens**

---

**Guide for Spectators**

**Cheer on the lead group!**

Give your support at the three points—near the start, halfway point, and finish.

**Cheer on a friend or family member!**

This example shows how you can support a friend or family member at five different points along the race.

---

**Attractions along the Marathon Course**

- **Shinjuku Gyoen**
  - A pleasant park with a history of more than 130 years.
  - The variety of plants and flowers, sculpture art and French garden.

- **Kagurazaka**
  - The old style city, visitors can appreciate nature and the culture and goods.

- **Koishikawa Korakuen Gardens**
  - The lawn, western garden, and koi pond.

- **Yushima Tenmangu Shrine**
  - A place of worship for academics and scholars.

- **Kyu-Iwasaki-tei Gardens**
  - A meandering path through the garden.

- **Kanda Used Bookstore District**
  - A building that houses sacred objects from the Tokugawa Shogunate.

---

**Ticket Guidelines**

Convenient One-Day Transi Passes

Help You Get Around the City for Less

**Tokyo Free Pass**

TOKYO DISCOUNT PASS

- **Toei**
  - Line 1  1 Day Pass
  - Line 2  1 Day Pass

**Train and Tokyo Metro Subway Lines Combined One-Day Transfer Pass**

- C1  1 Day Pass
  - C2  1 Day Pass

**Train and Tokyo Metro Subway Lines Combination 24-Hour Pass**

- C3  24-Hour Pass

**Train and Tokyo Metro Subway Lines Combined 24-Hour Pass**

- C4  24-Hour Pass

**A guide for the Tokyo Marathon EXPO 2017 and for the Tokyo Marathon 2017**

-Tokyo Marathon Information Center

**Admission Free**

Tokyo Metropolitan Government Building

TEL: 03-3530-7888

**Admission Discount**

By presenting the "Special Passport" provided in the case of Special Group Tours, you can enjoy special offers at various facilities like the Zojoji Temple, the National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo, and Tokyo Skytree.

**Marathon Pass Information Center**

TEL: 03-3836-0753

**Keltie Ueno**

- 3-11-21 Ueno, Taito-ku

**Haneda Airport**

- Haneda, Tokyo

**BUSTA Shinjuku**

- Shinjuku, Tokyo